
SGA Meeting Minutes 
10/7/2020 

Attending: Co-President Anisa Leonard, Co-President Allison Shelly, Co-President Justice 
Allen, Vice President Theo Yoder,  Treasurer Hannah Nichols, VP of Marketing Asha Beck, 

Student Life Rep.Rachel Roth Sawatsky, Student Life Rep. Shannon Dycus, Administrative Rep. 
Amy Springer Hartsell, Faculty Rep.  Matthew Siderhurst, Akiel Baker, Isaac Andreas, Ani 

Beitzel, Alyssa Breidigan, Cindi Boyer, Shannon Cooper, Elizabeth Hoffman, Phillip Krabill, 
Coleman Maxwell, Adam Peachey, Molly Piwonka, Ruth Reimer-Berg, Sophia Sherrill  

Absent:   
1. Call to Order at 8:03 pm 
2. Roll Call and Check-In 
3. Approval of minutes from 9/30/2020: Minutes approved. 
4. Announcements 

a. Voter Registration with College Republicans, Young Dems and SGA 
b. Social Media Post 
c. Proposal for Asynchronous Instruction on Election Day  

i.  
5. Old Business 

a. Check in from last week? 
i. Adam Peachy mentioned that people are worried that professors will 

assign homework on the reading days that are planned instead of spring 
break. 

ii. Matthew mentioned that other schools will do reading days before exams 
so homework will not be assigned, and we should work on conveying that 
to students 

iii. Sophia mentioned that we would still be expected to study  
iv. Matthew mentioned changing the name  
v. Philip agreed  

vi. Hannah asked what the intention of this day is 
vii. Shannon Dycus said that the day next week is intended to be a rest day 

and we need to work on communicating that to students 
viii. Asha asked about evening classes 

ix. Shannon Dycus said that they had to keep those classes so they did not 
have to add a day to the end of the semester 

x. Anisa brought up people going home on the weekends 
xi. Shannon Cooper said that more than half of the student body is going 

home on the weekends. 
xii. Coleman said that students no longer see weekends as breaks 

b. Discussion on rule prohibiting SGA execs from holding leadership in other 
clubs.  

i. Rachel explained the reason behind the rule and said that a certain 
group of people were having a majority of leadership in clubs around 
campus. The rule went into effect for the 20-21 school year. Tahje and 
Anisa were notified in May, Theo was not listed under leadership. 
Since then, Theo, Tahje and Anisa have all stepped down from one of 
their positions. 



ii. Hannah mentioned that we should come up with a better system to 
enforce this rule 

iii. Shannon Dycus mentioned that we are trying to pay attention to 
particular identities that held these leadership positions and open doors 
for more people. This is a systemic and structural push to encourage 
leadership to exist. 

iv. Rachel clarified that this was not a decision that Leah and Seth made 
(last year’s co-presidents of SGA). This was created by her and 
Shannon Dycus 

v. Justice mentioned that we must vote to accept Tahje resignation  
vi. Coleman asked clarifying questions 

vii. Cindi mentioned the idea of tabling the motion because she wants to 
check with Tahje and see how she feels.  

viii. Adam asked if Tahje’s situation is considered a resignation 
ix. Justice explained the situation and said yes 
x. Coleman said we should table the motion 

xi. Cindi agreed and said that this happened so abruptly 
xii. Justice mentioned that two of the executives knew about this rule since 

April 
xiii. Coleman asked if people knew about this rule and philip said he did 

not know and he was planning on running 
xiv. Justice reiterated that executive members were notified of this rule  
xv. Anisa shared her experience and said that it was unfortunate but she 

agrees with the rule 
xvi. Ruth mentioned that she agrees and that she has seen the same people 

(white mennonites and honors students) in leadership in her 3 years  
xvii. Shannon Cooper mentioned that she is a latina woman and will not be 

able to pursue leadership in SGA and other clubs even though she is a 
minority 

 
 

Motion (Isaac): Table the decision on whether to accept Tahje’s resignation to next week 
 

__Sophia___seconds 
Approve: 13 
Against: 1 
Abstaining: 2 
Motion passes. 
 
Motion (Issac): Table the discussion on the amendment of the constitution 

 
__Akiel___seconds 
Approve: 14 
Against: 2 
Abstaining: 2 
Motion passes. 



 
6. New Business 

a. Guest Speaker: Olivia Hazelton, Sustainable Food Initiative Co-President  
i. Club filled with new students 

ii. Club is looking at how racism is affecting food systems around the world 
iii. They are looking at doing various events outdoors 
iv. Cindi asked about rules about food distribution and COVID 
v. Olivia explained that it is the same but as cold comes they are trying to 

figure out ways to keep distributing 
vi. Ruth asked if there are ways that SGA can help 

vii. Olivia said they are looking for more ways to get involved on campus 
viii. Hannah asked if she wants to contribute to SFI can she still do that 

ix. Olivia said that it might be difficult, but she is not entirely sure, but to 
reach out to her if she wants to 

b. Justice mentioned that Brandon Higgins wants to use SGA’s email for 
broadcasting a survey wanted feedback, senate agreed with thumbs up 

 
7. Open Floor 

a. Adam asked if there is a secretary election next week  
b. Justice said no 

Meeting ended at 9:_03__pm 
Recorded by Theo Yoder 
 
 
 
 


